The ideal communication solution
for any small business
The SL1100 by NEC

#Easy to install

#Easy to use

#Easy to maintain

What type of business
is the SL1100 most suited to?

Ideal for SMEs
This unique platform is the ideal
solution for any small to medium-sized
business with a blend of different
types of workers.
The SL1100 will empower your
customers and help boost their
productivity.
- Salespeople
- Office Worker
- Warehouse Manager
- Home Worker
- Receptionist
- Mobile Sales Person
- Team Manager
- IT Manager
Keep your customers connected!

#Easy to install

#Easy to use

#Easy to maintain

What are the main benefits
for my customer?

Effective
Solutions

Improve customer
service
Ensuring calls are delivered to the
right people, employing effective call
management, and utilising mobility
solutions for quicker customer
responses, the SL1100 solution
will effortlessly enhance the
customer experience.
• Increased productivity
with intelligent call routing
and speed dialling

• DECT handsets allow customers
to stay in touch with colleagues
and customers

• Advanced home working capabilities
for better flexibility

• With MyCalls the team’s call
activity can be monitored and 		
managed effectively

• Technology that will expand
with the business
• Important information is never
missed with voicemails delivered
to mobiles, desk phones, or email

• Mobile Extension allows users to
take their office number and system
features wherever they go
• A Built-in Conference Bridge provides
convenient options for meetings
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#Easy to use
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What are the SL1100’s key features?
1 Mobile Extension

2 Conference Bridge

3 Call Monitoring/Coach

Twins your internal extension with
your mobile.  Calls to Mobile
Extension users trigger the system
to call the twinned mobile. The
mobile will have the ability to
access many system features.

The Conference Bridge is a built in
feature of the SL1100 allowing up
to 16 participants to dial in and join
a conference call using a password.

Silently monitor other parties calls,
then join in and take over if needed.
You can also offer advice to your
colleague during difficult calls
without the External Caller
being aware.

7 Power Saving Mode

8 Hotel / Motel Working

9 Voicemail Advanced

The system can be set to power
down expansion slots. Non
operating Multi-line handsets
can go into Power Saving Mode,
darkening the back lit LCD and
keypad when not in use.

Hotel Features such as Wake Up
Call, Single Digit Dialling, Message
Waiting, Room to Room Call
Restrictions, Toll Restriction, Room
Status feature such as Checked In/
Out, Maid Required/ Maid In Room,
and also Do Not Disturb.

Voicemail to e-mail, Cascading
messaging,- so that if a colleague
doesn’t pick up that urgent message
with a time critical period, then other
co-workers are made aware, plus
enhanced features to ensure that you
find the person that you’re calling for.

4 Voicemail

5 Auto Attendant

6 Uniform Call Distribution

A fully integral voicemail, for
department groups, or individuals
with easy access to “Large system”
features, simple to operate with
unique interface.

Multi Layered Auto Attendant is
available to queue calls and provide
selectable options from a menu.
The system can handle up to 32
simultaneous calls.

UCD offers up to 32 department
groups that the system will
connect and hunt for an
available extension.

10 Forced Intercom

11 Conversation Record

12 Home/Remote worker

Forced Intercom allows an
extension user to call another idle
extension and force the handset to
answer without the receiving party
lifting the receiver or reverting to
hands free manually.

Memo record feature during a call,
allows users to record and retrieve
portions (or a whole) conversation
on an ad-hoc basis during a
call. Complicated instructions,
directions or important details can
be saved as spoken, with ease.

Include Remote Extensions, or
home office workers with full
access and visibility, utilising IP
handsets, that are identical in
features and operation to the
office phones- seamless
connection.
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What devices does
the SL1100 support?

Remote PC

IP/VoIP
ISDN

MyCalls
Call Recorder

Expansion
Chassis 1

PSTN
Multiline
Telephone

External
Paging

Office Lan

DSS Console

Expansion
Chassis 2

Door Phone
External
Music
Source

Expansion
Chassis 3

#Easy to install

Single Line
Telephone
Fax

#Easy to use

Multiline
Telephone
Standard
SIP Telephone
MyCalls PC
Softphone

#Easy to maintain

How does the SL1100
help to improve productivity?

Desktop Suite Lite

MyCalls Advanced Call Recording

MyCalls Powerful Reporting

This comprises of two productivity
enhancing functions; a portable Softphone
and the Deskset.  The Softphone
application allows system phone
functionality from a laptop or PC making
it ideal for mobile or home workers. The
Deskset provides advanced call control
options from the PC screen including
click-to-dial and Microsoft Outlook
integration for time saving benefits

MyCalls Call Recorder is an effective way
of recording, managing, and archiving
calls. With this advanced tool sections
of recordings can be labelled and colour
coded ensuring crucial information can be
retrieved quickly, providing an effective
way to resolve disputes or carry out
staff training.

Vital Information such as call volumes,
duration and team performances can be
analysed providing an effective method
for assessing the team’s performance.
The huge range of different reports can
be scheduled to run at any time of day
providing detailed updates and critical
business information.

MyCalls Call Management
This complete call management solution
allows missed and abandoned calls to be
followed up instantly ensuring business is
not lost to competitors. The entire team’s
calls, including detailed activity can be
managed from a desktop PC.
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